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**Our profile**

**RWE is one of Europe’s five biggest electricity and gas utilities**

- We generate €53 billion in revenue
- We employ over 72,000 employees
- We supply over 16 million electricity and about 8 million gas customers
- We are S&P A-rated
- We are member of the Dow Jones Sustainability Index
RWE is a major player in carbon management and emission trading

- Long-term goal: climate-neutral power supply
- Powerstation renewal program: completed in 2014
- Renewables: €4 billion invest (2012 to 2014)
- > 100 international climate protection projects

CDM projects by technology:
- Hydro
- N2O
- HFC23
- Energy Efficiency
- Wind
- Biogas
- CMM
- Biomass
- Methane avoidance
- Solar
- Fugitive
- Others
Climate neutrality concept

3 Steps to climate neutrality

- Avoiding & reducing emissions come first
- Carbon footprint measurement & continuous improvement
- Offset inevitable emissions with climate protection projects
  - CDM, VCS, GoldStandard®, ...
  - Reduce emissions & generate carbon credits
  - Transparent, verified, internationally recognized
  - Sustainable social co-benefits, strict additionality
  - 1 carbon credit = 1 avoided ton CO₂

Offset how does it work?

= 1 tCO₂ emission

= 1 tCO₂ reduction

= 1 carbon credit

= climate neutral
Climate neutrality for your company

Adding value to your business & your customers

Climate neutrality as part of your CSR program:

- Commitment to climate protection
- Meet rising stakeholder expectations
- Corporate image / corporate identity

Climate neutral products / services:

- Marketing advantage for early movers
- Customer get ‘feel good’ value with the product

Our service for you

- Marketing support
- Carbon footprint / MRV support
- Identify, develop & deliver carbon offsets matching your company and product
Thank you very much for your attention!
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